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Nasser al Din Shah Outshines the Sun
PardehKhani, 53x33 1/2 inches
Acrylic and ink on linen

Pivot of the Universe, that was Nasser al Din 
Shah’s honorific title. His entourage, were, 
after all,Suns of the EmpireorGlories of 
the Crown, so it was only natural the 
universe should turn around him. And it 
might explain how he would outshine the 
sun. Except for the story of an encounter 
with the bellicose Kurds and Lors. Nasser al 
Din, however grand his celestial presence, 
was slighter in stature than the Rostamof a 
man advertised. When forced to meet the 
bristly tribal chiefs, he finally emerged 
from his tent, with some trepidation,at 
noon. Bedecked in diamonds. Blinded by the 
brilliance of his munificence, the chiefs 
shielded their eyes. When they looked again, 
he was gone. He managed to escape that 
encounter, honourand glory firmly 
intact. At least that is the story Vita 
Sackville-West told. But she was 
British. And a writer.



Taj al SaltanehRides a Bicycle 
11x14 1/2 inches
Acrylic and ink on Museum Quality paper

Taj al Saltanehwas not much of a 
heroine when we were young. Some 
might say she is not much of one 
today. We could not tell you much 
about her life. Except she was a 
Qajar princess who grew up 
sequestered in the anderun, and 
broke with conventions. She 
divorced her husband, and was 
outspoken on many issues from 
education to marriage to child-
rearing. But there was no more 
risqué act, in those days, than for a 
woman to ride a bicycle. She may have 
done so. In the popular imagination, 
that is precisely how she is seen, a 
woman in Qajar garb riding a bicycle. 
Narratives seldom adhere to fact 
when they seek to reflect the truth. 
Especially in visual representations. 



Sadeq Hedayatpens Three Drops of Blood
11x14 1/2 inches
Acrylic and ink on Museum Quality paper

Blind Owls and Stray Dogs, Dead Ends and Dark 
Rooms. He gave us last smiles, and buried us 
alive along the way. Humourand hopelessness, 
poignancy and grotesqueness jostle on pages 
fraught with chaos, moral bankruptcy, fallen 
angels, and not a single hope 
of redemption. And a menagerie that includes 
the anti-Christ’s donkey and the most tragically 
poetic of talking parrots. Sorrows so 
sorrowful they can only be cured by death. 
Suicides feature, not only in his stories, but 
also in Paris on that day when he closed all the 
windows and turned on the gas. At the age of 
forty-eight. Which is why, in that corner, at the 
foot of the pine tree, there will always be three 
drops of blood. 



The Constitutionalists in the British Legation
11x14 1/2 inches
Acrylic and ink on Museum Quality paper

By many accounts, the turning point
in what came to be known as the 
Constitutional Revolution was when 
thousands and thousands of merchants 
sought sanctuary at the British Legation, 
vowing not to leave until their demands were 
met. By some accounts, an elected national 
assembly was among their requests. It was 
1906 and Mozaffaral Din Shah was on the 
throne. He would barely last out the year. 
But before departing on that definitive 
journey, this absolute monarch and son of an 
even more absolute monarch granted Iran 
a national assembly and a constitution based 
on the Belgian model. In many accounts, and 
some photographic documentation, it all came 
to fruition when thousands of merchants 
took refuge in the British Legation. 



Mozaffaral Din Shah in Paris
11x14 1/2 inches
Acrylic and ink on Museum Quality paper

Iran had never had a tourist for a king. The 
main reason to leave one’s country, after 
all, was to extend its boundaries. Over the 
course of the centuries Athens was 
burned, Delhi sacked, and Shah-in-shahs 
were worshipped as gods in Egypt. But 
towards the end of the 19th century Qajar 
kings boarded ocean-liners and booked 
wagon-lit compartments to tour other 
lands. Persian portraits and cartesde 
visite, pop up from London, Paris, and 
Marienbad. Baden-Baden and 
Contrexévillle. Shahs visit Crystal Palaces 
and Expositions Universelles.Itis the 
dawning of a new era. Or the end of an old 
one. Aptly summed up in an image of the 
Shah with the drooping moustaches and the 
melancholy eyes, Eiffel’s daring 
construction in the background. 



Dokhtar-e Lor (or the Iran of yesterday and 
today) is screened
11x14 1/2 inches
Acrylic and ink on Museum quality paper

Boy meets girl. In Lorestan to be somewhat 
more specific about geography and account 
for the Lor Girl title. Boy and girl fall in 
love but have to overcome the evil bandits 
who kidnapped the girl when she was still a 
child. Escapes and pursuits ensue and evil-
doers fall by the wayside. Though 
adventurous, the plot, in itself,
is not particularly heroic. But the fact that 
Dokhtar-e Lor is the first Persian-language 
talking film does something to commend it to 
posterity. And to pictorial interpretation. 
And then there is the subtext of 
lawlessness that forced the young couple 
to flee to Bombay, only
to return to Iran when order has been 
established. That is the Iran yesterday and 
today part of the subtitle. 



Artemis AkchotiShahbazi& Cyrus Samii

More than tattered pages of Leilyand 
Majnunscattered across continents and 
collections, we have been dispersed across 
the globe. And some have left to keep 
appointments in Samarra. In this very Persian 
diaspora, Artemis resolved to explore her 
heritage through visual arts —interpreting 
epics and travelogues, painters, and prime 
ministers; melancholy kings, cunning 
alchemists, and tragic lovers. Cyrus decided 
to write about imagined landscapes, 
forgotten promises, and blue flowers. It was 
only natural they would find each other. 

Of course they did not elect to collaborate 
onOther Kings … Other Stories…There was 
an earlier title,From Persia to Iran, and any 
number of other episodes annotated by 
quotes from Western travelogues. But at one 
point Artemis began playing with images from 
Ferdawsi’sA King’s Book of Kings,and Cyrus 
with literary themes from the same epic, and 
they resolved to place their scenes within 
the familiar idiom of the illuminated 
manuscript.  Shah Tahmasp’sto be specific.

A few random pages from their collaboration 
are shared here. A selection from, or 
perhaps a reflection of our story. And our 
condition.


